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Welcome to  
Rio Carnival 2015
Bem-vindo ao Rio de Janeiro! 

Welcome to Rio de Janeiro and welcome to Rio Carnival, or 
Carnaval, as it is locally known. 

This booklet contains information about your Carnival package,  
safety in Rio and other useful hints and tips to assist with your  
stay during Carnival.

Further information and updates will be regularly posted 
on the notice board in the reception / lobby area. 

Rio Carnival package
The package starts on the evening of Friday 13th February  
and finishes on the morning of Wednesday 18th February 

The following is included in your Rio Carnival Package:

•	 5 nights bed & breakfast at the South American Hotel  
 (shared accommodation) 

•	 Welcome dinner in churrascaria

•	 Entrance ticket to sector 11 of the Sambadrome  
 (Sunday night)

•	 Introductory walking tour

•	 Historical samba tour

•	 Visit to the Morrinho Community project

•	 Visit to Sugar Loaf Mountain

•	 Visit to Corcovado

Optional extras should have been pre-booked  
through your agent or Dragoman.

Did you know?

Carnival creates  
1/4 million jobs  
& generates 
£420 million for 
local hotels, 
restaurants & bars
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Responsible Tourism
It is a great opportunity for us to be able to visit this wonderful 
city so here are a few guidelines to help us limit the impact of 
our visit and make it a positive one.

If you are buying bottled water, buy the big 5-10 litre  
containers and transfer it into a smaller bottle (cans 
and plastic are recycled from your rubbish)

Make sure you put toilet paper in the bin - not down 
the toilet please as it blocks the system

Take a re-useable bag with you shopping  
and reduce the need for plastic bags

Turn lights and air-con off if you are not in the room 

Conserve water and do not leave taps running 

Pay a fair price for you and the seller - bartering  
should be a good experience for both parties

Tips are often included but where not, encourage  
good service by tipping

Photography - do not be intrusive and ask before  
you take a photo

Local markets are great places to shop and money  
often goes straight to the producer

Do not throw rubbish on the street - find a bin or even 
better, use recycling bins where available

Do not give money or sweets to children or  
people begging

Use the Metro to get around where it is safe to do so  

Some useful  
phone numbers
In an emergency please 
contact reception first 
who will be able to help.  
If you need assistance 
when you are away from 
the hotel then these are 
the numbers to call:

Police: 190

Tourist police:  
33 99 7170 (English speaking) 
2332 2924 
2332 2885 
2332 2889

Ambulance: 192 or 193

Hospital Rocha Maia:  
+55 (11) 2295 2095

Dragoman 24hr 
emergency phone  
+55 (21) 96984-7778 

Consulates (Rio de Janeiro 
or São Paulo)
UK: 021 2555 9600 
Australia: 021 3824 4624
New Zealand: 011 3148 0616
Canada: 021 3873 4843
USA: 021 3823 2000

Embassies (Brasília)
UK: 061 3329 2300
Australia: 061 3226 3111
New Zealand: 061 3248 9900
Canada: 061 3424 5400
USA: 061 3312 7000
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Carnival - day by day
Friday 13th February 
Evening: Welcome meeting
Dinner at churrascaria 

Saturday 14th February 
Morning: Introductory walking tour
Afternoon: Football match (optional)

Sunday 15th February 
Morning: Visit to Corcovado 
Afternoon: Samba tour 
Evening: Sambadrome experience

Monday 16th February 
Afternoon: Visit to Sugar Loaf
Evening: 2nd visit to Sambadrome (optional)
Evening: Join the Parade (optional)

Tuesday 17th February 
Afternoon: Morrinho Community Project
Evening: Gay Ball (optional)

Wednesday 18th February 
Departure day: Hotel check-out at 11:00 hrs

Did you know?

The carnival highlight 
is the Samba Parade; 
a fierce competition 
between Rio’s samba 
schools, of which 
there are nearly 200 
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NB: The itinerary can be subject 
to last minute change. Please 
check with your guides to confirm 
times and dates for all activities.
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Included activities 
Please check notice board for the latest dates and times. 

Dinner at churrascaria

Following the welcome meeting we will go for 
a meal in a traditional Brazilian churrascaria to 
get to know your group and leader a bit better.

Introductory walking tour

Your guide will take you as a group on a walking 
tour to get your bearings in the nearby area. 

Guided visit of Corcovado

In the early morning we have a trip to visit the 
famous Corcovado and the statue of Christ 
the Redeemer. Located atop the Corcovado 
Mountain at a height of 710 metres, the 
38-metre high statue is one of the world’s 
best-known and most-visited monuments. 

The miniature train that begins in the Cosme 
Velho District transports us through the steep 
Atlantic rainforest up to the foot of the statue. 
From the top, the view is nothing short of 
heavenly: Copacabana, Ipanema, Leblon, 
Botanical Gardens, the Jockey Club and 
the Lagoon. The entire city spreads out in a 
magnificent panorama during the day, glittering 
and magic after dark and always protected by 
Christ the Redeemer, who blesses visitors and 
residents from on high. 

The trip will take approximately 4 hours and you 
may wish to take some money for snacks and 
souvenirs. Please also bring water, sun block, 
camera and a jacket if it looks like rain. Please 
also be aware that as it is Carnival the city is 
very busy so sometimes queues are inevitable.
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INTEREST
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DANCE



Historical Samba tour 

In this tour we will discover the past and 
present areas of Carnival and the birthplace of 
samba. We visit the area of the Sambadrome, 
Praça 11, where samba was first danced in 
public. We also visit the Gamboa district, 
the historical birthplace of samba where the 
African slave ships first arrived, before heading 
to Samba City, the new home of Carnival. 
Although we will not be able to go inside many 
of the buildings we will learn more about this 
area and see parts of the city important in 
today’s Carnival. This tour will provide you  
with an interesting history of Carnival and  
how samba music became such a part of  
the Carioca Carnival.

Sambadrome visit (sector 11)

Tonight all the action centres on the 
Sambadrome. The Sambadrome is a special 
tiered street specifically designed for the 
Samba parades where the top 12 ‘premier 
division’ samba schools fight it out for top 
prize. 6 of the schools perform on Sunday 
and 6 on Monday and each year the samba 
school with the lowest score goes down to 
the second division and the best school from 
the second division wins promotion. 

Each school can have up to 4,000 members 
and the school is judged on the song, 
costumes, choreography etc. Once each 
school has finished, the street is cleaned up 
and the next school starts. The first school 
starts to parade at about 21:00 hrs and the 
last one will be finishing as the sun rises the 
following morning. Each samba school has 
between 65 and 82 minutes to pass by the 
finishing point; no more, no less.

To get to the Sambadrome we will take the 
Metro. We will meet in reception at about 
19:00 hrs and leave as a group with the leader 
and make our way to the stadium. We choose 
to use the Metro as it is by far the easiest way 
to get to the Sambadrome as traffic is bad - 
plus it is a wonderful local experience. It can 
be incredibly busy as even those taking part 
in the parade use the Metro so there are lots 
of fun sights to be seen! If you wish to make 
your own way to the Sambadrome then you 
are of course welcome to, and then just come 
and find us all. 

We will be in sector 11, which is towards the 
end of the Sambadrome runway providing 
a fantastic view. Beer, soft drinks, hot-dogs, 
hamburgers, etc. are available inside the grounds 
of the Sambadrome all night, however no spirits 
are available. Go in normal clothes or why 
not dress-up as it is much more fun! You are 
allowed to take 1 litre of soft drink / water into the 
Sambadrome but please note that glass is not 
allowed. You may also want to take something 
to sit on and maybe a raincoat (umbrellas block 
views). You can normally buy little cushions on 
the way to the Sambadrome. Behind the stands 
there are portaloos that can get rather busy in the 
same way as they do at music festivals.

It can get very crowded inside the Sambadrome 
and sometimes it can be difficult to move 
around once the parades begin so choose 
your time well to go to the toilet or for food!

When you decide to leave the Sambadrome 
you can either return by Metro or take a taxi. 
The Metro runs 24 hrs a day over Carnival. Try 
to head back in a group rather than travelling 
back on your own. Each year many people 
stay until the very end, returning in time for 
breakfast. It really is one of those once in a 
lifetime experiences!

Included activities Continued

Please check notice board for the latest dates and times. 
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Guided visit of Sugar Loaf Mountain 

This tour visits one of the famous landmarks 
of Rio, the Pao de Açucar (Sugar Loaf 
Mountain). 

In years past sugar was transported in dome 
shaped blocks. This shape is mirrored by 
the mountain and hence this is how it got 
its name. The height of Sugar Loaf gives 
us breathtaking views of Rio. This famous 
landmark is reached by cable car in two 
stages. The first stop is on the top of Urca Hill, 
where then visitors catch the second car to 
their final destination. From the Sugar Loaf the 
endless beaches of Rio de Janeiro and Niteroi 
stretch to the horizon. Set against the lush 
Atlantic rainforest, the scene is dotted with 
historical buildings such as the Santa Cruz 
Fort and the miniature palace on Fiscal Island. 

The trip will take approximately 4 hours and 
you may wish to take some money for snacks 
and souvenirs. Please also bring water, sun 
block, camera and an umbrella or jacket if it 
looks like rain. Please also be aware that as it 
is Carnival the city is very busy so sometimes 
queues are inevitable.

Morrinho Community Project 

Morrinho is the name used by the youth of the 
favela Pereira da Silva for their scale model 
of a favela made basically with bricks. The 
Morrinho began in 1998, when 14-year old 
Nelcirlan started building the model favela 
together with his brother Maycon. Both were 
impressed with the view of surrounding 
favelas, high on the hillside, and decided 
to start the building. The “toy” became 
a construction and attracted other boys 
like Rodrigo, Naldão, Júnior, Paulo Vítor, 
Luciano and Raniere, and became a part of 
the community. Today, the Morrinho model 
occupies an area of 300 square metres in the 
community Pereira da Silva, and incorporates 
a wealth of details such as funk clubs, police, 
drugs sales points, alleys, staircases, small 
bars, etc. The colours are strong and vibrant, 
the constructions are unusual and unique, 
and miniature vehicles and motorcycles fill the 
streets. In the interiors of the residences you 
can see beds, dressing tables and closets. All 
these details show the creative imagination of 
the guys that constructed the Morrinho. We 
will travel to the project in a minibus. 

Included activities Continued

Please check notice board for the latest dates and times. 
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2nd visit to the Sambadrome 
(pre-booked optional extra)

For Monday evening you may have decided 
to book an optional trip for a second night 
at the Sambadrome, when the remaining 
6 samba schools perform and take part in 
the Samba Parade. Please note that your 
Carnival package includes the Sunday night 
Sambadrome visit only. 

During Rio Carnival the top 12 Samba schools 
parade in the Sambadrome with 6 parading on 
the Sunday night and then 6 on the Monday 
night. This second visit will give you the 
opportunity to see all 12 of the schools so 
you can choose your own winner! You will be 
exhausted after a second visit but it is one off 
those unforgettable experiences!

You will be travelling on the Metro to the 
Sambadrome. A guide will escort you there 
and back but will not be staying with inside.

Like the night before, if you decide to leave 
the Sambadrome on your own, either return 
by Metro or take a taxi and try to head back 
in a group.

Join the Parade  
(pre-booked optional extra)

If you have booked to take part in the parade 
you are in for a real thrill and an unparalleled 
experience. Yes, it will be hot and sweaty 
and your feet will ache after an hour or more 
parading but it will make a talking point for years 
to come. You will be a part of one of the ground 
wings or alas, parading behind the massive 
floats that make up the parade. Each school 
has between 65 and 82 minutes to parade and 
each ala passes through the Sambadrome 
in about 30-40 minutes - it is exhausting but 
unforgettable! The alas provide a massive 
display of colour and movement. Each school 
has about 25 alas and each one tells a part 
of the overall story and theme of the Samba 
School. The alas get judged for their stamina 
throughout their parade and the singing of 
the whole parade. Being able to Samba is not 
necessary - there is a kind of jumping, bouncing 
way that people parade to create an overall 
feeling of strength and happiness. You will be 
one of the approx 4,000 paraders in a school 
and each and every person must put their 
utmost energy into their performance. This is  
the most important event of the year for 
Cariocas (the people from Rio) and you will be 
playing a part on the biggest stage in the world!

Your costume will be delivered to the hotel ready 
for the parade and you will be debriefed on what 
to expect. A guide will accompany you to the 
start point via the Metro and you will need to 
travel in full costume! Please note that the return 
transport and entry into the Sambadrome after 
the parade are not included. You will need to 
meet your ala and school about 2 hours before 
the parade time (the first school will meet at 
19:00 hrs and the last at approximately 01:00 
hrs) and the parade lasts about 1 hour.

You will be parading with the União da Ilha 
samba school.

Optional activities
Please check notice board for the latest dates and times. 
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Gay Ball  
(pre-booked optional extra)

Late in the evening there is the Gay Ball, which 
is probably the most famous night in the series 
of the Scala Balls during Carnival. A truly exotic 
collection of characters take to the floors 
and a grand entrance is De Rigueur. This ball 
is broadcast to the whole of Brazil and your 
entrance along a pink carpet is live on national 
television along with a flamboyant crowd with 
lots of drag queens and their admirers. It is a very 
popular ball, and a must do; however you should 
be prepared for the outrageous. 

Inside the Scala ballroom it is hot and sweaty 
so it is advisable to dress accordingly. The more 
glamour and makeup the better, especially for 
the boys!

If you haven’t booked your optional ticket then it is 
still worth going to the entrance to watch everyone 
enter and take some very memorable photos. 

To get to the ball you will need to make your 
own way there but it’s easy to share a taxi with 
a fellow ball goer or two. This is also by far the 
safest way to get there.

The party takes place at Rio Scala, Avenida Treze 
de Maio, 23, opposite the Municipal Theatre. The 
nearest Metro station is Cinelândia.

Children’s Samba Parade

The Children’s samba parade takes place in the 
Sambadrome on Tuesday 17th February and 
tickets are usually available on the gate (be aware 
of false tickets) or watch the paraders and floats 
prepare for free. Start time is 19:00 hrs.

Blocos

Bloco is the term used to describe pageant 
groups that parade through the streets all over 
the city at Carnival time, singing, playing samba 
music and dancing in costume, gathering huge 
crowds of sometimes tens of thousands of party 
goers in their wake. 

The idea of the bloco was first dreamed up in 
the late 19th century in protest against the lavish 
balls and dances thrown by the upper classes. 
The tradition has since flourished and the result 
is a proliferation of vast street parties that begin 
long before the official start of Carnival and 
stretch on through until the end of Carnival.

Totally free and open to all, Rio’s blocos are not 
for the faint of heart. Once a party has been 
sanctioned, virtually anything goes. Streets are 
blocked off and transport grinds to a halt. Beer 
and frozen caipirinhas are the order of the day, 
and fantasy dress is the norm. Roving Lotharios 
abound - both male and female - which can 
either be a bonus or a nuisance depending on 
your standpoint. And despite the city’s best 
efforts, toilets are often in short supply. 

As with all large public events, if you do attend a 
bloco please be safety conscious and only take 
with you what you need.

You will find a select list of blocos occuring 
during the Carnival on the notice board in 
reception. The local papers contain information 
about other blocos too but not all are in areas 
that are advisable to visit for safety reasons.
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01. Botanical Gardens  
(Jardim Botânico)

Each of the 141 hectares of Rio’s Botanical 
Gardens shelters outstanding examples of 
plant life from Brazil and all over the world.  
The Imperial Palms are among its most 
spectacular attractions, planted in 1809 by 
Prince Regent D. João VI. Huge trees decked 
with orchids contrast with giant victoria-regia,
 lilies, bromeliads, royal poincianas and 
tropical foliage, making the Botanical Gardens 
a favourite hideaway for nature-lovers, 
sweethearts and all those seeking peace and 
tranquillity. This is a good place to escape the 
madness of Carnival and one of those lesser-
known sites that can end up being one of the 
highlights of a stay in Rio. The gardens are just 
north of Ipanema and it’s easiest to get there in 
a taxi followed by a little walk. 

02. Copacabana

It’s almost impossible for visitors to Rio to resist 
the charm of the city’s eighty kilometres of 
beaches. Framed by the wavy black and white 
mosaics of Avenue Atlântica, Copacabana is 
one of the main reasons for this fascination. 
In fact, there are two separate beaches here: 
Leme (one kilometre) and Copacabana, (just 
over three kilometres). A centre of activity both 
night and day, the beach is lined with kiosks, 
a bicycle path, lifeguard posts, public showers 
and bathrooms, hotels, bars and open-air 
restaurants. The Military Forts at each end are 
open to visitors, offering panoramic views.  

03. Ipanema

Even more irresistible than the muse who 
inspired the “Girl from Ipanema” - the 
song that immortalised both her and her 
neighbourhood - there is no doubt that 
Ipanema is a famous meeting point in Rio de 

Janeiro. This sophisticated district offers a lively 
nightlife scene with an enticing blend of beach, 
bars and boutiques. 

A major attraction throughout the day, its sands 
also welcome countless after-dark visitors, 
including joggers and other athletes who cluster 
at its kiosks, pedal along the bicycle path and 
make good use of special lighting to exercise 
and relax. Thanks to its multi-faceted lifestyle, 
Ipanema truly reflects the welcoming Carioca 
spirit of the people of Rio. 

04. Lapa Arches & Santa Teresa

Located in the Largo da Carioca Square, 
once the centre of Rio’s turn-of-the-century 
nightlife, the Arcos da Carioca hold their place 
in history as a monumental construction. Street 
parties and festivals here are common all year 
around and just become more frequent during 
Carnival, a good local night out! Please be 
extremely safety conscious in this area, do not 
wander too far into other streets and never go 
alone - taxi is the safest way to travel here.

Lapa Arches were originally built as an 
aqueduct to supply the city with water, today 
they carry another outstanding attraction: the 
scenic tramline linking the Carioca Station 
downtown to the picturesque Santa Teresa 
district. (Please note that the tram line 
services are on hold indefinitely.) 

Once a wealthy area full of narrow cobblestone 
streets, Santa Teresa is now in the middle of a 
revitalisation process that has seen an influx 
of artists and bohemians. The tram used to 
cross a large Favela and one of the highlights 
of Santa Teresa are the colourful steps of the 
Escadaria Selarón, created by the late Chilean 
artist Jorge Selarón who began work on the 
steps in 1990. 

Other places to visit in Rio 
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05. Parque do Flamengo

Popularly known as the Aterro or landfill, its 
1.2 million square metres of lawns, flowering 
shrubs and trees are one of the loveliest and 
most important landscaping projects designed 
by Roberto Burle Marx. Running along the 
shoreline from the Santos Dumont Airport to 
Botafogo Bay, this park offers a wide array 
of attractions. An interesting itinerary starts 
at the Modern Art Museum, continuing past 
the Monument to World War II, the Marina 
da Gloria and the Carmen Miranda Museum, 
ending at the Monument to Estácio de Sá, 
founder of the City of Rio de Janeiro. The park 
is across the main road from the hotel towards 
the beach and it is a great place for a morning 
walk or run and there are also places to work 
out. A taxi will be about 15 BRL or take the 
Metro to Flamengo and taxi/walk the rest of 
the way.

06. Forte do Leme

This is one of Rio’s best-kept secrets (even 
most Cariocas haven’t been up here). On 
the top of the 600-foot granite rock you 
get a 360-degree view of Copacabana and 
Guanabara Bay; you can see why the military 
wants to keep the fort to itself. The main gate 
is toward the back of the square at the end 
of Leme beach. Once inside, you make your 
way up a cobblestone road that winds around 
the back of the hill. Even on a hot day the 
trail stays cool thanks to the surrounding lush 
forest. Often you can spot squirrel-size sagui 
monkeys running up and down the power lines. 
It’s only a 20-minute walk to the top and you’ll 
be rewarded with a most splendid view of 
Copacabana beach and beyond. It’s only open 
at the weekend from 08:00 to 16:00 hrs. To 
get there take the Metro to Cardeal Arcoverde/
integração bus to Leme or bus 47.

Other places to visit in Rio Continued

07. Niterói

Across the harbour lies Niterói, famous for 
Oscar Niemeyer’s spaceship design of the 
Museu de Arte Contemporânea. Set atop a 
promontory with a stunning view of Rio, the 
all-white flying saucer says clearly yet elegantly 
that here is a landmark structure. The magic 
continues inside with an observation gallery 
following a band of picture windows around 
the outside circumference, inviting patrons to 
gaze on Rio, the Sugarloaf, Guanabara Bay, 
and the city of Niterói itself. The museum 

is full of a selection of the best of Brazilian 
contemporary art yet one can’t help thinking 
the best piece of work on display is the 
building itself. It’s open Tuesday to Sunday 
between 10:00 and 18:00 hrs. To get there 
from Praca XV take the ferry to Niterói, then 
take a short taxi ride along Niterói’s waterfront 
and up the hill to the museum.
  
From Niemeyer’s saucer-shaped museum, 
it’s only a short stroll to Niterói’s main beach, 
Icarai from where the views of Rio are fabulous.
Arcoverde/integração bus to Leme or bus 47.
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Metro Map
The Metro is a great way to get around the city 
and is open 24 hours a day during Carnival. 



A little bit of Rio’s history
Nearly five hundred years have seen Rio de Janeiro 
transformed from a fortified outpost on the rim of an  
unknown continent into one of the world’s great cities. 

It’s recorded past is tied exclusively to the legacy of the colonialism 
on which it was founded. No lasting vestige survives of the civilisation 
of the Tamoios people, who inhabited the land before the Portuguese 
arrived. The city’s recorded history effectively begins on 01 January, 
1502, when a Portuguese captain, André Gonçalves, steered his 
craft into Guanabara Bay, thinking he was heading into the mouth of 
a great river. The city takes its name from this event - Rio de Janeiro 
means the “River of January”. 

16th Century

In 1555, the French, keen to stake a claim on the New World, 
established a garrison near the Sugar Loaf Mountain, and the 
Governor General of Brazil, Mem de Sá, made an unsuccessful 
attempt to oust them. It was left to his son, Estácio de Sá, finally 
to defeat them in 1567, though he fell - mortally wounded - during 
the battle. The city then acquired its official name, São Sebastião 
de Rio de Janeiro, after the infant king of Portugal, and Rio began 
to develop on and around the Morro do Castelo - in front of where 
Santos Dumont airport now stands. 

17th & 18th Centuries

With Bahia the centre of the new Portuguese colony, initial 
progress in Rio was slow, and only in the 1690s, when gold was 
discovered in the neighbouring state of Minas Gerais, did the 
city’s fortunes look up, whereby it became the control and taxation 
centre for the gold trade. During the seventeenth century the sugar 
cane economy brought new wealth to Rio, but despite being a 
prosperous entrepôt, the city remained poorly developed. For the 
most part it comprised a collection of narrow streets and alleys, 
cramped and dirty, bordered by habitations built from lath and 
mud. However, Rio’s strategic importance grew as a result of the 
struggle with the Spanish over territories to the south (which would 
become Uruguay), and in 1763 the city replaced Bahia (Salvador) 
as Brazil’s capital city. By the eighteenth century, the majority of 
Rio’s inhabitants were African slaves. Unlike other foreign colonies, 
in Brazil miscegenation became the rule rather than the exception: 
even the Catholic Church tolerated procreation between the races, 
on the grounds that it supplied more souls to be saved. As a result, 
virtually nothing in Rio remained untouched by African customs, 
beliefs and behaviour - a state of affairs that clearly influences 
today’s city, too, with its mixture of Afro-Brazilian music, spiritualist 
cults and cuisine. 

Did you know?

Rio is the most 
visited city in 
the Southern 
Hemisphere
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Did you know?

The stars on Brazil’s 
flag represent the 
night sky over Rio 
on 15th November 
1889, the date of the 
proclamation of the 
 Brazilian republic
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In March 1808, having fled before the advance of Napoleon Bonaparte’s 
forces during the Peninsula War, Dom João VI of Portugal arrived in 
Rio, bringing with him some 1500 nobles of the Portuguese royal court. 
So enamoured of Brazil was he, that after Napoleon’s defeat in 1815 
he declined to return to Portugal and instead proclaimed “The United 
Kingdom of Portugal, Brazil and the Algarves, of this side and the far side 
of the sea, and the Guinea Coast of Africa” - the greatest colonial empire 
of the age, with Rio de Janeiro as its capital. During Dom João’s reign 
enlightenment came to Rio, the city’s streets were paved and lit, and Rio 
acquired a new prosperity based on coffee. Royal patronage allowed the 
arts and sciences to flourish, and Rio was visited by many of the illustrious 
European names of the day. In their literary and artistic work they left 
a vivid account of contemporary Rio society - colonial, patriarchal and 
slave-based. Yet while conveying images of Rio’s street life, fashions and 
natural beauty, they don’t give any hint of the heat, stench and squalor 
of life in a tropical city of over 100,000 inhabitants, without a sewerage 
system. Behind the imperial gloss, Rio was still mostly a slum of dark, 
airless habitations, intermittently scourged by outbreaks of yellow fever,  
its economy completely reliant upon human slavery. 

20th Century 

By the late nineteenth century, Rio had lost much of its mercantilist 
colonial flavour and started to develop as a modern city: trams and trains 
replaced sedans, the first sewerage system was inaugurated in 1864, a 
telegraph link was established between Rio and London, and a tunnel 
was excavated which opened the way to Copacabana, as people left the 
crowded centre and looked for new living space. Under the administration 
of the engineer Francisco Pereira Passos the city went through a period of 
urban reconstruction that all but destroyed the last vestiges of its colonial 
design. The city was torn apart by a period of frenzied building between 
1900 and 1910, its monumental splendour modelled on the Paris of the 
Second Empire. Public buildings, grand avenues, libraries and parks 
were all built to embellish the city, lending it the dignity perceived as 
characteristic of the great capital cities of the Old World. 

During the 1930s Rio enjoyed international renown, buttressed by 
Hollywood images and the patronage of the first-generation jet set. 
Rio became the nation’s commercial centre, too, and a new wave 
of modernisation swept the city, leaving little more than the Catholic 
churches as monuments to the past. Even the removal of the country’s 
political administration to the new federal capital of Brasília in 1960 did 
nothing to discourage the developers. Today, with the centre rebuilt 
many times since colonial days, most interest lies not in Rio’s buildings 
and monuments but firmly in the beaches to the south of the city. For 
more than sixty years these have been Rio’s heart and soul, providing 
a constant source of recreation and income for Cariocas. In stark 
contrast, Rio’s favelas, clinging precariously to the hillsides, show 
another side to the city, saying much about the divisions within it. 
Although not exclusive to the capital, these slums seem all the  
harsher in Rio because of the beauty that surrounds them.
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The Roots of Carnival
The roots of Carnival trace back to the ancient Greeks 
(approximately 500 B.C.) and Romans who celebrated  
the rites of spring. 

The Catholic Church officially adopted the Carnival celebration from 
590 A.D. and its calendar is defined according to the Christian lunar 
schedule. Across Europe, including France, Spain and Portugal, 
people annually gave thanks by throwing parties, wearing masks 
and dancing in the streets. Such traditions were carried over to the 
New World. 

From the 11th century the Carnival was celebrated as the “meat 
farewell”, from Latin ‘carne’ = meat / ‘vale’ = farewell. The idea 
was to enjoy to the full the last days before Lent followed by 40 
days without any kind of excess. Another concept for the Carnival 
etymology is ‘carne’ = meat/body and ‘valles’ = pleasure, which 
means the pleasure of the body on earth. 

The Carnival came to Brazil in around the 17th century and was 
influenced by the celebrations taking place in Europe with their 
masks and costumes. Characters like the Columbian, the Pierrot 
and King Momo were also incorporated into the Brazilian Carnival, 
although they had European origins.

In the late 19th century, the first street carnivals or ‘blocos’ began  
to appear in Brazil. People used to dress up and decorate their  
cars and parade in groups through the streets of the cities. This  
is the origin of the famous floats, typical in samba schools today.

In the 20th century, the Carnival grew fast and became an 
increasingly popular festival. This growth occurred with the  
help of Carnival street music.

The first Samba School (as we know today) was born in Rio de 
Janeiro followed by more samba schools both there and in Sao 
Paulo. The schools started to organise themselves as a Samba 
School League, beginning with the first championships to see  
which samba school was the most lively.

In those early decades, the samba schools did not have the structure 
and organisation of today. They used to have few members and small 
floats. The competition between them was not the most important 
element - it was the joy and fun of taking part.

Nowadays, in Rio de Janeiro and in several cities in Brazil, the 
Samba School Parades are organised as real contests providing 
thousands of jobs during a whole year of preparation.

Did you know?

Carnival marks the 
beginning of Lent, 
 the 40 day  sacrifice 
before Easter

February is the 
hottest month of the 
year in Rio and the 
city is at its liveliest
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The Sambadrome
The Sambadrome is the “stadium” of samba. 

It consists of the Parading Avenue (the samba 
run-way) and several independent stands for the 
spectators (the sectors) along both sides of the 
Parading Avenue. 

For our visit on Sunday night we will be located in 
sector 11, which is towards the end of the runway 
and offers a great atmosphere in the arena. Those 
of you who have chosen to return for a 2nd visit on 
the Monday night will be in sector 5. 

The Sambadrome was designed by Brazil’s world-
famous architect, the modernist Oscar Niemeyer. 
It is purpose-built for the Samba Parade and was 
constructed in 1984. Being made of concrete, it 
seems a bit dated for the post-modern eyes of 
today and feels derelict throughout the year as it 
serves just a few other cultural events. However, 
it comes to life and is truly magnificent and 
overpowering when lit up with special effects on 
Samba Parade nights, filled with thousands of 
cheering spectators and surrounded by many  
other thousands of people who could not get in. 

The Sambadrome can seat around 73,000 people, 
which is already far too few for the ever-growing Rio 
Carnival Parade and was thus redeveloped for the 
2012 parade, massively increasing capacity. 

It is located at the recognised birthplace of samba. 
It begins at Avenida Presidente Vargas, near Praça 
Quinze and ends in Rua Frei Caneca. The large 
square at the end of it, crowned by a characteristic 
large concrete ‘M’, is called the Apotheosis Square. 
The Avenue was named Professor Darcy Ribeiro as 
Vice-Governor, Darcy Ribeiro, decided to move the 
Samba Parade from the city centre. It is 700 metres 
(half a mile) long.

There are snack bars, refreshment stands and 
portable restrooms in each Sambadrome sector. 
In addition, everybody has access to a promenade 
behind the bleachers, within the Sambadrome, 
which is lined with restaurants, ice-cream stands, 
and souvenir shops with more restrooms.

There are a very high concentration of international 
celebrities, politicians and royals among the crowd. 
The Sambadrome is surrounded by huge fences. 
No-one can pass into the Sambadrome without 
using the gates and being checked for both 
commercial and safety reasons
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Did you know?

2 million + people  
are on the  streets 
every day during  
the carnival
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Scoring the parade 
& results
The Samba schools are judged on the 10 categories 
listed to the right, scored between 5.0 and 10 to decide 
the ultimate winner. There are 4 judges of every category 
(40 of them altogether) and the judges’ booths are 
spread along the Samba Avenue (most of them in sector 
2, opposite sector 7) and clearly marked with a banner 
reading “Julgadores”. The results are announced on Ash 
Wednesday with the top 6 schools then returning 
to parade on Champions Saturday.

01. The Flag Bearer
02. Costume
03. Overall Impression
04. Flow and Spirit
05. Floats and Props
06. Vanguard Group
07. Harmony
08. Percussion Band
09. Theme of the Year
10. Samba Song

2015 Samba Parade Order 
 Time Sunday 15th February Monday 16th February

21:00 - 22:15 Viradouro  São Clemente

22:05 - 23:20 Mangueira  Portela 

23:10 - 00:25 Mocidade  Beija-Flor

00:15 - 01:30 Vila Isabel  União Da Ilha

01:20 - 02:35 Salgueiro  Imperatriz

02:25 - 03:40 Grande Rio  Unidos Da Tijuca
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Viradouro

Viradouro is a samba school from Niterói - 
the city across from Rio on Guanabara Bay. 
Viradouro is famous for its bateria, or percussion 
section, which usually scores 10 in the parade 
competition, under the direction of Mestre Ciça. 
Between 2004 and 2008, Viradouro gained a 
lot of notoriety with model and actress Juliana 
Paes, considered by many the sexiest woman 
in Brazil, as the school’s Rainha da Bateria, or 
Queen of the Percussion Section. The samba 
school won the Access Group in 2014 and 
therefore enters the Special Group this year.

Mangueira    
    
Brazil’s most popular samba school due to 
its ancient traditions, a very strong support 
community and the most successful samba 
hall. It was the winner of the first Samba 
Parade held in the Sambodrome and has  
been ranked very high year by year ever since, 
for its consistently strong performance. It is the 
oldest among the existing Rio samba schools. 
The schoo took 8th place in 2013. 

Mocidade    
    
This is one of the oldest and traditional samba 
schools in Rio, with a history of more than 50 
years. It is well known for its futuristic creations 
such as the flying parader. Similar to some other 
old schools like Estácio, Portela and Imperio 
Serrano, it currently tries to bask in its history 
(once it was really famous for its percussionists). 
The school finished in 9th place in 2014. 

Vila Isabel    

A very old, traditional school which almost went 
into oblivion. It lingered in the Access Group 
for a long time until recently when it re-joined 

the Special Group in 1995, with an astonishing 
championship. After that, in 2006, it hired one 
of the most energetic up-and-coming Carnival 
designers and has scored very high again in the 
last few years. The school finished in 10th place 
in 2014 but were the winners in 2013. 

Salgueiro    
    
Salgueiro is an elitist school (some call it racist) 
that draws in celebrities on name alone. It was 
originally among the first schools to showcase 
the achievements of Afro-Brazilians, in stark 
contrast to its current middle-class fan club. 
Salgueiro became really famous in the 1960s 
for its outstanding samba dance performers. 
Its profile says: “neither better nor worse, just a 
different school”. It has a very popular samba 
hall, close to the city centre in one of the safest 
areas (compared to the other schools based 
on the hills in the slums). Every year, it uses its 
symbol, the fire, in its parade. The school was 
the runner up in 2014. 

Grande Rio

Grande Rio is one of the newest schools and 
one of the most successful members of the 
Special Group. It has come close to winning in 
each of the last 10 years. It represents Caxias,  
a satellite town of Rio. Lots of celebrities support 
and parade with them. The school finished in 6th 
place in 2014.

São Clemente    
   
Founded in 1961, São Clemente’s main 
characteristic is its irreverence combined with 
samba themes that make reference to the 
Brazilians quality of life. The Samba School 
was promoted in 2010 to the special group and 
opened the parade in 2011. The school finished 
in 11th place in 2014.

The Samba Schools
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Portela     
   
It is one of the oldest and most famous samba 
schools in Rio. It is affectionately called “the 
Majesty of Samba’. Its symbol, the eagle, 
remains unchanged. It is considered to be the 
oldest Rio samba group, however not the oldest 
school. It traditionally used to also be one of  
the very best schools for a long time, winning  
a record 21 times. However it somewhat lost its 
way in the 1990s and only managed to remain in 
the Special Group mainly because of its history 
and fame. However it has recovered its original 
glory in the last few years. The school finished  
in 3rd place in 2014.

Beija-Flor    
    
‘Beija Flor’ means ‘Humming Bird’ which is a 
beloved and omnipresent bird in the Rio region. 
The school is based outside of Rio (in a place 
called Nilopolis). However it is frequently ranked 
the highest among all Rio samba schools. It 
has achieved the reputation of being the best 
school by a combination of outstanding and 
unparalleled artistic organisational management 
with a strong determination to win. It is the only 
school with a whole team of Carnival Designers 
(currently 5 of them) whereas most other schools 
only have one. It imposes strict rules and has the 
highest expectations towards all of its parading 
members. It began its recent winning streak in 
1998 and won again in 2003, 2004, 2005, 2007, 
2008 and 2011. It is well-known for its creative 
extravagance and powerful colours. The school 
finished as 7th place in 2014.

União da Ilha    
    
Founded in 1953, Grêmio Recreativo Escola de 
Samba União da Ilha do Governador is famous 
for its irreverent themes. Even though it has not 
won any titles in the Special Group throughout 
its history, the school has memorable themes 
and sambas, which are remembered to this 

day, such as “Domingo” (Sunday), in 1977 and 
“Bom, bonito e barato” (good, nice and cheap), 
in 1980. The samba “É hoje O Dia?” (Today is 
the day), of 1982, is one of the most well-known 
and recorded sambas in the history of Carnival. 
The school finished in 4th place in 2014.

Imperatriz    
    
Three-time winner in a row (in 1999, 2000 
and 2001 - coincidentally in the same years 
that the School President was heading the 
Judging Committee). Its success is due to 
its technically excellent performance. The 
School’s long-time female Carnival Designer, 
Rosa Magalhães makes idiosyncratic fairy-tale 
like artistic creations. The school finished in 5th 
place in 2014.

Unidos da Tijuca   
    
This is the 3rd oldest Rio samba school and 
winners of the 2014 parade as well as the 2010 
parade and controversially the runners-up in 
2011. It became noticed again in 2004, as 
a surprise to everyone, with its creative and 
innovative artistic work, viewed as controversial 
by some. Its samba hall is very popular among 
gay men. 

Did you know?
Some of the samba 
schools are expected to 
spend up to£3 million  on 
outfits & preparations
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Safety deposit boxes
All rooms have digital 
safe boxes. We strongly 
recommend you use these 
for passports, cash, travellers 
cheques and credit cards. 
Bear in mind that if you are 
sharing the room then the safe 
will be shared by both room 
members so please limit what 
you put in there to essentials. 
Remember that you will be 
asked to show your actual 
passport if changing travellers 
cheques and sometimes for 
large amounts of cash.

Bar & restaurant facilities
Breakfast: 06:00 - 10:00 
(included in your package)
Lunch: 12:00 - 16:00
Dinner: 18:00 - 22:00 

It is much easier to pay for 
restaurant bills as you go but  
it can be put on your room 
bill - please make sure you put 
your name and room number.

The mini bar has been emptied 
for the duration of our stay, so 
feel free to use the fridge for 
your own purchases.

South American Hotel 
Rua Francisco Sá, 90, Copacabana 
Phone: +55 21 2227 9161

In the South American Hotel the accommodation will be on 
a shared basis in either twin or double rooms. We will try to 
ensure minimal room changes over the course of your stay  
in Rio but if you have pre or post trip accommodation a room 
change may be necessary. 

If you have any problem with your room please contact 
Imaginative Traveller staff who will endeavour to rectify any 
problems. For any hotel-based problems please inform 
reception as soon as possible and if necessary inform the 
Imaginative Traveller staff. The neighbourhood around the 
hotel is great, with a lot of bars and restaurants, and only  
a short walk to the beaches of Copacabana or Ipanema. 
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Internet
There is free wi-fi available 
throughout the hotel. 

Check out
Check out is at 11:00 hrs.

Imaginative Traveller staff
There will be an Imaginative 
Traveller staff member plus a 
local guide looking after you 
during your stay.

If you need assistance at 
other times, please leave a 
message or if you need more 
immediate assistance call  
the emergency mobile phone  
+55 (21) 96984-7778.

Carnival Times
During Carnival the city is 
extremely busy and opening 
hours can vary dramatically. 
We aim to give you accurate 
information but please bear in 
mind that things can change.

On excursions it is common 
to come across large queues 
so please be patient with  
any delays.

Taxis
Flag any official taxi down, 
these are painted yellow 
with a blue stripe and all 
windscreens should display 
a photo ID of the driver  
and licence number. Taxis 
are metered. There will be 
a surcharge at night and 
an additional surcharge  
over Carnival.

Metro
The Metro is a great way 
to get around and is very 
easy and clean. Please do 
not travel on your own, 
particularly at night when it 
may be best to take a cab. 
There is essentially only one 
line going north (norte) or 
south (sul). Buy a ticket to 
whichever station you want 
to go to for 3.50 BRL. A 
return is double the price. 
The Metro runs 24 hours a 
day over carnival.
 
The closest Metro station 
to the hotel is Ipanema/
General Osório.

  

Money change
The South American Hotel 
can change travellers cheques 
and cash throughout carnival 
from 08:00 to 22:00 hrs. If you 
want to exchange more than 
200 USD (or equivalent) at  
a time then you may need to 
advise them a day in advance.

Pharmacy
Turn left out of the hotel 
and follow this street to find 
pharmacies. Please see the 
enclosed map for further 
useful information.

Did you know?

The average minimum 
temperature in Rio is 68°F 
(20°C) and the average 
maximum temperature  
is 82°F (28°C)
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Some useful Portuguese words & phrases 
Greetings:

Hello - Olá / oi

Good afternoon - Boa tarde

Good day - Bom dia

Good night - Boa noite

Goodbye - Tchau

See you later - Até logo 

Be polite:

Yes - Sim

No - Nao

Please - Por favor

Thank you - obrigado(a)

Excuse me - Com licença / desculpe

How are you? - Como está?

I don’t understand - Não entendo

I don’t speak Portuguese - Eu não falo Português

Do you speak English? - Você fala Inglês ?

Diet requirements:

I’m a vegetarian - Sou vegetariano

I can’t eat red meat - Eu não como carne vermelha

I can’t eat wheat - Não posso comer trigo

I am allergic to… - Sou alérgico(a) a… 

Numbers:

1 - Um  11 - Onze 10 - Dez

2 - Dois 12 - Doze  20 - Vinte

3 - Tres 13 - Treze  30 - Trinta

4 - Quatro 14 - Catorze 40 - Quarenta

5 - Cinco 15 - Quinze 50 - Cinquenta

6 - Seis 16 - Dezesseis 60 - Sessenta

7 - Sete 17 - Dezessete 70 - Setenta

8 - Oito 18 - Dezoito 80 - Oitenta

9 - Nove 19 - Dezenove 90 - Noventa

10 - Dez  20 - Vinte 100 - Cem

Questions:

When? - Quando?

When? - Quando?

Who? - Quem?

Why? - Por que?

Do you have…? - Tem…?

What is your name? - Qual é seu nome?

How much / many? - Quanto(s)

I’d like - Queria

What? - Qual / Que ?

Can you help me? - Poderia me ajudar?

Where is the toilet? - Onde fica o banheiro?

What do you recommend? -  
O que você recomendaria?

Can I have a beer please? - Uma cerveja por favor?

What is in this drink? - O que tem neste bebida?

I’d like a taxi to… - Gostaria de um táxi para …

Are you going to the Gay Ball? - Você vai para o 
Baile Gay ?

Where is the Sambadrome? -  
Onde fica o Sambódromo?

Did you know?

Portuguese is the 
official language 
of 8 independent 
countries: Angola, 
Brazil, Cape Verde, 
East Timor, Guinea-
Bissau, Mozambique, 
Portugal and São 
Tomé and Príncipe
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Apple - Maçã 

Apple juice - Suco de maçã

Apricot - Damasco

Bacon - Toucinho

Banana - Banana 

Barbeque - Churrasco

Beef - Carne de Vaca

Beer - Cerveja

Blackberry - Amora

Boiled - Cozido

Bread - Pão

Breakfast - Café da manhã

Broccoli - Brocólis

Butter - Manteiga

Cabbage - Couve

Cake - Bolo

Carrot - Cenoura

Cauliflower - Couve-flor

Cheese - Queijo

Cherry - Cereja

Chicken - Frango

Chocolate - Chocolate

Clam - Ameijoa

Coca-Cola - Coca-Cola

Coconut - Coco

Cod (salted) - bacalhau

Coffee - Café

Crab - Caranguejo

Cream - Crème

Cucumber - Pepino

Cured ham - Presunto defumado

Dessert - Sobremesa

Dinner - Jantar

Duck - Pato

Egg - Ovo

Fig - Figo

Flour - Farinha

Fried - Frito

Frozen - Congelado

Garlic - Alho

Grape - Uva

Grapefruit - Toranja

Grilled - Grelhado

Ham - Presunto

Hamburger - Hamburger

Honey - Mel

Hot-dog - Cachorro quente

King prawns - Camarão Grande

Kiwi - Kiwi

Lemon - Limao

Lemonade - Limonada

Lettuce - Alface

Liver - Fígado

Lobster - Lagosta

Lunch - Almoco

Mackerel - Cavala

Mango - Manga

Meatballs - Almondegas

Melon - Melao

Menu - Ementa

Milk - Leite

Milkshake - Milkshake

Mushroom - Cogumelo

Mussels - Mexilhões

Mustard - Mostarda

Nectarine - Nectarina

Octopus - Polvo

Oil - Oleo

Olive oil - Azeite

Olives - Azeitonas

On the spit - No Espeto

Onion - Cebola

Orange - Laranja

Orange juice - Suco de Laranja

Oysters - Ostras

Passion fruit - Maracuja

Pasta - Massa

Peach - Pessego

Pear - Pera

Pepper - Pimenta

Pineapple - Abacaxi

Plum - Ameixa

Pork - Carne de Porco

Potato - Batata

Prawn - Camarao

Rabbit - Coelho

Raspberry - Framboesa

Raw - Cru

Rice - Arroz

Roast Beef - Rosbife

Roasted - Assado

Salad - Salada

Salami - Salame

Salmon - Salmao

Salt & Pepper - Sal e Pimenta

Sandwich - Sanduíche

Sardine - Sardinha

Sausage - Salsicha / Linguica

Seafood - Frutos do Mar

Snack - Lanche

Spare Ribs - Costelinha de Porco

Spinach - Espinafre

Squid - Lulas

Starter - Entrada

Steak - Bife

Strawberry - Morango

Supper - Jantar

Sweet - Doce

Tangerine - Tangerina

Tasty - Saboroso

Tea - Cha

Tomato - Tomate

Trout - Truta

Tuna - Atum

Turkey - Peru

Veal - Vitela

Water - Agua

Water (Fizzy) - Água com gás

Water (Still) - Água Fitrada

Watermelon - Melancia

Whisky - Uisque

Wine - Vinho



Important Notes
Although every effort is made to ensure activities run smoothly, in reality 
things do not always go to plan - especially when the whole city is partying. 

Please be patient if things should not go to plan while Imaginative Traveller staff 
endeavour to sort out any problems.

Rooms will be allocated on a share type accommodation. Please stay in your 
allocated room as any changes often have knock on effect with other bookings.

Prices and information do vary and there may be some fluctuations. It is your 
responsibility to check the notice board for last minute updates. 

PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU CARRY A COPY OF 
YOUR PASSPORT AS IDENTITY AT ALL TIMES.

Safety

There is a reason why most guidebooks mention Rio’s safety aspect. Security  
is generally good during Carnival but you should use plenty of common sense.

•	Leave your valuables in the hotel safe – including jewellery,   
 watches and any sentimental items.
•	Carry a copy of your passport at all times.
•	Take out with you only what you need.
•	Carry your backpack or bag where you can see it.
•	Make sure when you put your bag down you put a strap around  
 your leg or a chair and keep it in view.
•	Carry your money as close to your body as possible. The harder  
 it is for you to reach, the harder it will be for pickpockets. Keep 
 some small change in your pocket.
•	Do not walk around by yourself after dark.
•	Use licensed yellow and blue taxis.
•	Carry a hotel card with you.
•	Never walk on the beach at night (even in a group).
•	Do not leave anything unattended on the beach during the day.

Please do not be paranoid but use common sense and stay safe.

Feedback

As a continual improvement programme, we would appreciate if you could 
find 10 minutes during your time in Rio to fill out the questionnaire regarding 
your Carnival package. This will help us to highlight any areas that may need 
improvement or maybe you just want to tell us what a great time you had!

If you can drop these questionnaires into the box provided at reception it would 
be greatly appreciated.
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Contact us

Follow us

Dragoman
W: www.dragoman.com 
T:  +44 (0)1728 885 628

E:  info@dragoman.co.uk

A: Dragoman, Camp Green,  
 Debenham, IP14 6LA, UK

Imaginative Traveller
W: www.imaginative-traveller.com 
T:  +44 (0)1728 885 628

E:  sales@imtrav.net

A: Imaginative Traveller,  
 Camp Green, Debenham,  
 IP14 6LA, UK

  
  


